Dear Dare-Idowu

Thank you for submitting the revised version of the manuscript and the answer to the comments. Although you have attended most of the questions raised about the previous version of the manuscript, I feel that you did not answer the main question raised by reviewer #2 in his interaction.

The reviewer manifested a concern that the paper “should not concentrate only in presenting the determined wave parameters, but the discussions should extend to the physics of the wave propagation”. As editor, I suggested you to introduce a paragraph to attend this comment. It seems that no modification in the text was made in order to attend it.

There is a second important point I have to insist on: please check Equations (1) and (2) since they seem to be incorrectly written. This was already pointed out in my previous comments and no action was taken.

Minor comment:
Pg 2, L 33: Please remove the sentence “In the study, the vertical temperature measurements from 20 to 108 km were obtained from SABER” since this information is already presented on lines 32-33.